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 I 

ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

The purpose of this thesis was to estimate the willingness to pay for clothes produced under 

decent conditions and in an environmental friendly way. The theory used was neoclassic 

demand theory and how moral can affect individuals’ decisions on choosing environmental 

friendly products and products produced in a fair way. The method used to collect the data 

was a survey, with a choice experiment analysis, which has been conducted in engineer and 

business classes, at Luleå University of Technology, on total 100 respondents. The choice 

experiment exanimate how much more a student is willing to pay for a white shirt labelled 

with Fairtrade and/or Svanen. The collected data was then worked within econometric models. 

The results showed that there was a willingness to pay for both Fairtrade and Svanen labelled 

clothes, and that students were willing to pay slightly more for Fairtrade labelled shirts than 

for Svanen labelled shirts. The individuals who felt a personal responsibility to contribute to 

that the clothes were produced under were socially acceptable conditions, and for knowing 

that the production does not harm the environment, proved to have a higher willingness to pay 

for Fairtrade and Svanen labelled clothes. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

 

 

 

 

Syftet med denna uppsats var att mäta betalningsviljan för Rättvise- och Svanenmärkta kläder. 

Teorin som användes var neoklassisk efterfrågeteori samt hur moral kan påverka individers 

val mellan miljövänliga och rättvisemärkta varor eller inte. Metoden som användes för att 

samla in aktuell data var en enkätundersökning som utfördes i ingenjör samt ekonomklasser, 

på Luleå tekniska universitet, på sammanlagt 100 studenter. I enkätundersökningen 

undersöktes hur mycket mer studenter var villiga att betala för en vit skjorta som var 

Rättvisemärkt och/eller Svanen märkt. Den insamlade datan analyserades sedan ekonometrisk 

binär random effects modell. Resultaten visade att det fanns en betalningsvilja för både 

Rättvisemärkta och Svanenmärkta kläder, men att betalningsviljan var något högre för 

Rättvisemärkta än för Svanenmärkta. De individer som svarade att de kände ett personligt 

ansvar för förhållandena som kläderna är producerade under samt att produktionen inte skadar 

miljön, visade sig ha en positiv betalningsvilja för Rättvise- och Svanenmärkta kläder. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Background 

The Swedish clothing consumption keeps increasing year after year and low-price firms like 

H&M, Lindex and Kappahl keep increasing their profit (Göteborgs Posten, 2007: e24, 2008: 

www.ekonominyheterna.se, 2008). The demand for ecological clothing is a clear trend which has 

forced clothing companies to change their materials and production manners (Göteborgs Posten, 

2007). A large number of clothing companies have expanded their assortments to also include a 

line of clothes produced in organic cotton. Experts in the industry estimate that there will be an 

increase in fair trade clothes as well within the next years. How much are we willing to pay to be 

insured that the people producing our clothes work under tolerable conditions and that the 

production does not harm our planet? A poll made in 2005 showed that half the population asked 

considered environmental and ethical aspects in their grocery shopping (Dagens Nyheter, 2008).  

 

One way for the consumers to be assured that the clothes they buy are environmentally friendly 

is to buy clothes labelled with the Svanen label. Cotton is a textile used in many of our clothes 

but also the one with a production that is one of the most dangerous to the environment. Cotton is 

one of the crops most sprayed with pesticides; each kilo cotton produced requires half a kilo 

pesticides. In cotton plantations a lot of old-fashion and dangerous pesticides and defoliants are 

being used, this is not only dangerous for the environment but also for the workers. Svanen 

labelled clothes are produced in organic cotton without pesticides, artificial manure and 

defoliants. Even though there seems to be a strong trend in buying environmental friendly 

products the production of organic cotton today is very small and constitutes of only about one 

percent of the total cotton production (Kemikalieinspektionen, 2008). As well is the amount of 

clothes labelled with Svanen very limited on the Swedish clothing market. 
 

By buying Fairtrade labelled clothes the consumer can be sure of that the workers who produced 

the clothes receive better conditions. The Fairtrade Labelling Organisation International (FLO) is 

an independent international organisation and Fairtrade (Rättvisemärkt) is the Swedish member. 

A product carrying the Fairtrade label is guaranteed to fulfil the FLO’s fair trade criteria. The 

criteria, which has been developed from the International Labour Organisation (ILO) convention 

http://www.ekonominyheterna.se
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for human rights, concerns the wage levels, working conditions, establishment of minimum 

prices for the product and creating long term trade relations. According to the Fairtrade 

organisation these conditions create not only a better economical situation for the farmers and the 

employees, but also encourage democracy, ecological production and environmental 

considerations. Furthermore, they counteract child labour, helps develop the society 

economically as well as socially (Rättvisemärkt, 2008). By buying labelled clothes the consumer 

announce that they think solidarity and sustainability are important. But, are we willing to pay 

the price for giving all workers the same working conditions and wage that we require, the cost 

of solidarity and sustainability? Has this environmental and ethical thinking spread to the 

consumers’ clothing shopping?  
 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to estimate the Swedish consumers’ willingness to pay for Fairtrade 

and Svanen labels on clothes.   
 

1.3 Method 

The theory in this thesis is the neoclassical demand theory and with some considerations of moral 

motivation of choices. The data in this thesis will be collected in a survey, performed on students 

at Luleå University of Technology in Luleå, Sweden. The data will be analyzed in a random 

effects binary choice framework model to estimate the willingness to pay.   
 

1.4 Scope and Limitations 

As there are only very little Fairtrade and Svanen labelled clothes yet, this thesis will investigate 

how much extra consumers would be willing to pay for a shirt labelled with the Fairtrade and 

Svanen label. The item investigated is a white shirt. As that is a hypothetical situation, the 

respondents may over estimate their willingness to pay slightly. The choice experiment will only 

concern the Fairtrade label and the Svanen label. The choice experiment will be executed on 100 

respondents in Luleå, Sweden. As the respondents only consist of students the results will mainly 

say something about students’ willingness to pay, the implications on other groups can limited.   

 

1.5 Outline 

This thesis is divided into six chapters. The first chapter is an introduction to the thesis and 

explains the purpose, the method used, the scope and limitations and the reliability and validity 

of the thesis. The second chapter depict how the conditions can be when producing non- 

Fairtrade labelled clothes. Chapter two also gives a background to the thesis, what Fairtrade is, 
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its aim, how it started, Fairtrade in Sweden and the criteria for the Fairtrade label. It also 

describes the Svanen label and the Svanen criteria. The third chapter describes the underlying 

theory for the analysis in the fifth chapter and it also contains the methodological framework. It 

explains the neo-classical demand theory and the demand curve for clothes as well as how moral 

motivation can affect the choices made in a situation were there is a social sustainable alternative. 

In this chapter the choice experiment method is also described. Chapter four gives a description 

of the survey design and how the survey was executed. The fifth chapter depict the results of the 

survey executed. Finally, the sixth chapter presents the conclusions of the thesis.  

 

1.6 Previous research 

Wilkinson (2007) describes the Fair Trade idea, what it is and where it has its roots. He divides 

Fair Trade into three different components. The three components consist of Alternative Trade 

Organizations (ATOs), marketing and promotion. This is important for this thesis as it creates an 

understanding of what Fair Trade and the Fair Trade movement really is about. Fairtrade is 

analysed as a new economic social movement that is dependent on political consumerism to 

survive.  

 

Steinrücken and Jaenichen (2007) describes how Fair Trade works and also discusses wheter the 

trade concept really can achieve the social aims. They concluded that it provides an additional 

incentive to support better living conditions in underdeveloped countries. That is very important 

information, as if otherwise Fair Trade would have lost its purpose. Steinrücken and Jaenichen 

also discuss extrinsic quality; when consumers care about the production process even if it is 

irrelevant to the quality. This makes it possible for consumers to have a preference for Fair Trade 

products, even though the quality is equal to non-labelled clothes. This may be an indication of 

that the consumer receives a higher utility by purchasing Fair Trade or because he or she thinks 

that it benefits his or her social reputation. Better understanding of extrinsic qualities can 

hopefully be used to increase the demand for Fair Trade labelled goods. 

 

The purchase of environmental friendly products can be explained by an improvement in your 

self- image. The individual wants to consider herself as a responsible person and therefore has a 

preference for environmental friendly products that improves the self-image. As the thesis not 

only investigates how much consumers are willing to pay for Fairtrade but also for Svanen label, 

the paper written by Nyborg et al (2006) is important as it provides a environmental aspect of the 

consumer behaviour. This arguing is similar to the one made by Steinrücken and Jaaenichen, 
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which makes it possible to conclude that there may be some similar reasons for individual to 

choose Fairtrade as for choosing Svanen. 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND 

 

 
 

 

2.1 The Non-labelled Clothes Production 

Most clothes found on the Swedish market are produced in Asia; mainly in China, Bangladesh, 

India and Cambodia. A clothe item often visits many countries before reaching Sweden, the 

fabric can be produced in one country, coloured in another, cut in a third and sewed in a fourth. 

The working conditions in the clothing production are improving but there still remain a lot of 

issues like low wages, long working days and loss of the right to form and join unions. According 

to the network Clean Clothes Campaign (Rena kläder), which consists of a lot of different 

organizations from all over the world, such as Fairtrade, the factories worker’s wage is between 

0.5 to 5 percent of the final price paid by consumers. The wage that the workers receives is often 

not enough to support themselves and even though there are legislations regulating minimum 

wages in a lot of the big clothing producing countries, the minimum wage is also very low. (Rena 

kläder, 2008)  

 

One of the greatest problems for the workers in clothes factories is the inability to be a member 

of an independent trade union. Many producers forbid their worker to be a member of a trade 

union and in some countries like China, it is forbidden by national law to be a member of any 

other trade union than the one controlled by the government. The lack off free trade unions 

enables a lot of the other bad conditions such as low wage, bad working hours and bad working 

conditions. Free trade unions give the workers an opportunity to affect their working situation. 

When the workers’ conditions starts to get in focus many companies formed a code of conduct 

but the control of fulfilment of these is usually made by the companies themselves.  The codes of 

conducts are usually said to have decreased the visible problems in the factory but not the 

invisible. (Rena kläder, 2008) 

 

There are also many other different problems in the production condition such as low wage, bad 

psychological conditions, bad lightning and no air conditioning, no breaks allowed and security 

and health problems. The problem of child labour has decreased a lot lately in the clothes 

production, this does not mean that it does not exist. It is though difficult to be sure of the extent 

of child labour as the production chain for a clothe item is very long. (Rena kläder, 2008) 
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2.2 Fairtrade and its History 

When Fair Trade was founded in Europe and in the U.S., about 50 years ago, it was a mixture of 

solidarity and charity. The Fair Trade organizations/networks started trading handicrafts from 

Asia and Africa as well as food and drink products from Latin America. In 1968 the United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development held their second conference and concluded that 

the Third World development should be based on trade not aid. This resulted in increased 

political focus on the need for so called Fair Trade. (Wilkinson, 2007)  

 

Alternative trade associations was founded in many European countries as an attempt to 

counteract the structural disproportions in the trade between developed and developing countries 

by creating alternative distribution channels. The aim of fair trade is to give the producers a share 

of the total profit that is proportional to their work. (Steinrücken & Jaenichen, 2007) 

International Fair Trade Association was founded in late 1980s, to bring together leading 

traders/importers from different countries and to provide a forum for Northern Fair Trade 

organizations. International Fair Trade Association later transformed into the global expression 

of the movement by extending to include southern producer groups. In the 1990 the dedicated 

shops started the Network of European World shops which later led to national labelling 

initiatives. The strive to access the mainstream market lead to the Fairtrade Labelling 

Organization International (FLO). (Wilkinson, 2007)  

 

Fair Trade is said to have three components in practice where the first one is Alternative Trade 

Organizations (ATOs). The second one is the marketing of Fair Trade labelled products to 

enhance the trade. The third component is the promotion of Fair Trade, which is campaign-based, 

that stretches from specific initiatives for increasing the Fair Trade purchase of the public sector 

to political campaigns to change the rules of conventional trade. (Wilkinson, 2007) 

 

The FLO is composed by the national labelling initiatives. FLO register producer groups and the 

national labelling initiative provides licenses to manufactures, retailer or service sector 

companies. This enables Fair Trade producers to enter mainstream market channels. The cost 

was initially borne by the purchaser but because of the increase in demand, the cost is now borne 

by producer groups. (Wilkinson, 2007) 
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The Fair Trade label is a social label and marked via traditional distribution and marketing 

channels or via internet. Producers in developing countries can access the market in developed 

countries by using the conventional marketing and retail structures. (Steinrücken & Jaenichen, 

2007)  Both Fair Trade and Svanen are based on new forms of collective actions, such as NGOs 

and networks, and can therefore be seen as a new form of economic social movement but it aims 

at traditional issues such as redistribute justice. (Wilkinson, 2007) Fair Trade tries to redefine the 

producer- consumer relationship and focus more on the producer community than on the product.   

 

2.3 The Criteria for Fairtrade 

The criteria that need to be fulfilled for labelling your product with the Fairtrade label are 

decided by FLO and the licences are issued by FLO-CERT. There are some criteria that are the 

same for all product groups and producers, and some that are specific for each product type. 

There are eight criteria that are the same for all producers and they are all based on the ILO’s 

conventions on basic social and economic conditions. These conventions include legislation on 

union rights, against forced labour, discrimination and child labour. (International Labour 

Organization, 2006) 

 

Apart from these requirements regarding working conditions there are some criteria regarding 

environment, these differ with respect to the size of the producers. The criteria on the product 

state the minimum price and which premium holds for the product. If necessary, the producer 

may also receive payment in advance and the criteria tries to promote long term trade 

relationship. (Rättvisemärkt, 2008) The minimum price is calculated by FLO and must always 

exceed the world price and cover the production costs. How the minimum price exceeds the 

world price differs depending on quality, kind, origin and volume. The minimum price is 

calculated on gathered facts from producers, dealers and external reports and it is based on the 

cost of sustainable production. (Rättvisemärkt, 2008)  

 

All different steps in the production are controlled by FLO to ensure that all criteria have been 

fulfilled. If there is a processing unit, exporter, importer or an extra producer or packer these 

companies also needs to be certified. The product needs to be bought from a certified producer or 

through an importer or producer certified with FLO-CERT, to be able to carry the Fairtrade label. 

The licence processor needs to pay a fee to Fairtrade and repport purchase and sales numbers 

each quarter of a year, which later are controlled by Fairtrade. (Rättvisemärkt, 2008)  
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2.4 Fairtrade in Sweden 

There are today 14 products, mainly groceries like coffee, tea and chocolate, that are labelled 

with the Fairtrade label on the Swedish market. In year 2002, 38 percent said to have knowledge 

about Fairtrade and in year 2006 the percent had risen to 64. Simultaneously with the increase in 

knowledge the sales, measured in volume, as well as the value of the Fairtrade sales has 

increased in Sweden by 31 percents corresponding to 100 million SEK. (Rättvisemärkt, 2008) 

Thus the demand for Fairtrade labelled goods is growing fast in Sweden.  
 

2.5 Svanen and its History 

There are many different eco-labels on the Swedish market, to limit this thesis the eco label 

Svanen will be the only that is investigated. Svanen was chosen to represent the eco labels 

because it is well known in Sweden and the consumers know its meaning.  Svanen is the official 

environmental label for the Nordic countries and was founded in 1898 by the Nordic Council of 

Ministers (Nordiska rådet). The Nordic Ecolabelling Board (SIS miljömärkning) is in charge of 

the Svanen label and decides what products that can be labelled. Svanen is one of the leading 

environmental labelling organizations in the Nordic countries today with 66 different product 

groups. Its aim is to help consumers make more environmental friendly choices and stimulate 

companies to develop more environmental friendly products. It is a non- profit organization 

operated by the Swedish government. (Svanen, 2008) 

 

To apply for the Svanen label cost 18 000 SEK plus value-added tax and if the product is 

approved the company must pay 0.3 percent of the turnover received by the Svanen labelled 

products per year to the Svanen organization. When the criteria are being reviewed the licences 

also have to be reviewed which adds an additional cost to the company of 9000 SEK to Svanen. 

The same amount has to be paid to Svanen for expanding the licence. The revenues are used for 

the development of the criteria, the control of the products and information to the society. 

(Svanen, 2008) 

 

2.6 The Criteria for the Svanen label 

The criteria for the Svanen label are jointly decided by the Nordic countries, but they are based 

on EU’s environmental labelling of textiles founded by the Commission’s decision on ecological 

criteria for the EU’s joint environmental label for textile, 2002/371/EG (Nordisk Miljömärkning 

2007). The criteria are controlled and approved by the Nordic Ecolabelling Board. When 

applying for the Svanen label the product will be controlled by independent laboratories and by 

inspection visits. Each product has their different criteria but for all products the criteria are 
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tightened about every fourth year and then all products must be tested to keep their Svanen label. 

(Svanen, 2008) 
 

To be able to put the Svanen label on clothes, the material in the clothes must be organically 

grown according EU’s regulation and the textile may not include any environmental or health 

dangerous substances. The quality of the clothes will also be tested to ensure that they can stand 

washing, being exposed to light and that they can stand some exposing to wear. In the production 

the use of environmental and health dangerous substance are strongly limited, the water and air 

discharge must also be limited to a low level and the producer must follow the national 

environmental and working legislation in the production country. Unlike organic cotton labels 

the Svanen label guaranties that the whole production chain fulfils the environmental demands. 

(Moberg, 2008) 
 

Different fibres have different criteria, but if the product contains less than 5 percent of one fibre 

the criteria for that fibre must not be fulfilled as long as 85 percent of the fibres in the product 

fulfil the fibre-specific demands or are recycled fibres. For recycled fibres, textile-spillage or 

waste, the criteria do not need to be fulfilled. (Nordisk Miljömärkning, 2007) There are special 

criteria for vegetable nature fibre, such as cotton, which states that they need to be organically 

grown or grown in a reorganization phase to organic production by the definition made by EU. 

The producers also need to have a plan for reducing water and energy usage and the packing 

need to fulfil the legislation in the Nordic countries that the product is being marketed in. The 

companies applying for a Svanen Licence also needs to possess a code of conduct involving how 

they work with child labour, forced labour, health and security, the right to form a trade-union 

and the right to collective bargaining, discrimination, discipline, working hours and 

compensation and how these will be controlled by the company. If any of these criteria not are 

fulfilled the licence can be withdrawn. (ibid) 
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Chapter 3 
THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

 
 
 
 

 
3.1 The Demand for Clothes 

How much clothes that are demanded depends on a lot of different factors such as price, quality 

and income. When deriving the demand function and the demand curve the assumption is made 

that the individuals strive to maximize their utility. (Nicholson, 2005) 

   

The demand curve shows the relationship between the price of a specific good and the amount of 

the good purchased, as long as all other variables are held constant. An individual’s demand 

curve shows the relationship of how much that specific person purchases of the good and the 

price for the specific good, assuming ceteris paribus. The demand curve is usually shown as a 

linear negative sloping curve, were the quantity demanded decreases as the price increases. A 

change in the price of the good results in a movement along the curve while a change in other 

variables such as the income (I), the price of substitutes (Ps), price of complements (Pc), 

preference and self-image (S) (see next chapter) shifts the demand curve. The demand function 

for shirts can be stated as below where Qshirt is the quantity demanded. (Nicholson, 2005) 

 

                                              Qshirts= f (P, Preferences, Ps, Pc, I, S)                                          (1) 

 

If the preferences change and the individual suddenly want more white shirts the demand curve 

shifts out, like the figure below shows. The individual demands a higher quantity at the same 

price.  

 
Figure 3.1 Demand Curve, Source: Nicholson (2005) 
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If the individual has a preference for Fairtrade and Svanen labelled products, he or she might be 

willing to pay a bit more for labelled clothes than non-labelled. This may be because the 

individual receives a greater utility from the labelled alternatives and as concluded before the 

individuals strive to maximize his or her utility. The utility maximizing individual will chose the 

Fairtrade and/ or Svanen labelled alternative as long as the extra utility receives is equal to the 

extra cost. 

 

3.2 Moral Motivation for Green Products 

In recent years consumers have shown an increasing interest for environmental friendly products, 

known as green products. Non environmental products are referred to as brown products. Studies 

have shown that in contrary to the traditional assumptions of rational expectations, consumers are 

willing to pay a private cost to increase the environmental quality, which can be regarded as a 

public good. According to Nyborg et al (2006) the green consumer phenomenon can in some 

extend be explained through moral motivation. By drawing from the psychological literature they 

argue that consumers’ behaviour may be affected by their moral considerations. If an individual 

contributes to public goods he or she will be provided with some kind of private benefit, often 

referred to as a “warm glow” effect. The internal reward perceived by the contributor depends on 

how the contributor believes that his or her action will benefit others and how the contributor 

perceives that the action is governed by an applicable norm that is both observed and recognized 

in the community. According to Nyborg et al (2006) individuals want to be seen and consider 

themselves as socially responsible persons therefore they care to achieve and maintain such a 

self-image. Improvements in self-image occur when the individual’s behaviour moves closer to 

the behaviour that the individual in question’s believes as morally ideal. By choosing the morally 

superior alternative the individual gets provided with a subjective benefit S. The subjective 

benefit is the value of attaining a self-image that is favourable. Nyborg et al argue that the 

improvement in self-image by choosing the green alternative increases with the beliefs that the 

individual has about the external effects. The larger personal responsibility the person feels for 

the specified issued the larger the impact on S. (Nyborg et al, 2006) 

 

In an individual’s everyday life there are an enormous amount of choices to make considering 

green consumerism. As it is not possible to contribute to every public good in every possible way, 

no single person will feel obligated to contribute in every possible way. Individuals perceived 

responsibility are affected by the descriptive norms, fairness and reciprocity. Descriptive norms 

are the perception people have of how other people actually are behaving in a specific situation, 
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independent of what behaviours are socially sanctioned. Individuals in the pro-environmental 

population share are likely to perceive a larger personal responsibility (Nyborg et al, 2006). If an 

individual believes that other individuals would choose Fairtrade or Svanen labelled shirts 

instead of non-labelled, this might affect his or her choice. 
 

The perceived utility for the individual is a function of his o her consumption of brown goods 

(CB), the consumption of green goods (CG), the environmental quality (G) and the individual’s 

self image (S). Since the individual prefer a positive self-image it is an argument in the utility 

function. (Ek & Söderholm, 2008) 

 

                                                           U = u (CB, CG, G, S)                                                     (2) 

 

Choosing the choices of the green alternative increase S and if the individual does not choose the 

green alternative S is zero.  The utility function is quasi-concave and increasing in CB, CG, G and 

S. The brown good which is the non Fairtrade and Svanen labelled shirt and the green good, 

which is the Fairtrade and/or Svanen labelled white shirt are perfect substitutes. (Ek & 

Söderholm, forthcoming) So if choosing the green alternative the individual increases his or her 

perceived utility, the individual will chose the green alternative as the individual wants to 

maximize his or her utility, as long as the marginal utility is equal to the marginal cost. If the 

individual has a preference for green products or Fairtrade labelled products, her or she will 

chose those alternatives over the brown alternative which in this case is a non-labelled shirt. 
 

3.3 Choice Experiments 

The research process can be divided into three different parts where the first part is the initial 

screening of the attributes and level of attributes for the specific situation. Environmental goods 

or services can be characterised by a lot of component attributes, choosing the right definition of 

these attributes and levels of attributes is therefore very important for the outcome of the analysis. 

In order to be able to define attributes as well as and finding the right number of levels of the 

differenrt attributes, focus groups can be a great help. The second part is the development of an 

experimental design that builds up the different combinations of attributes that will be presented 

in the survey. The third part is analysis of the choice made.  

 

The choice experiment tries to measure the value for an individual of a goods different attributes. 

In choice experiments the characteristics of the good are defined and these then vary over choice 

cards. Choice experiments are said to have some advantages, one of them is that it is easier for 
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the respondent than open-ended questions. The reason for this is that it is aims to mimic the 

choices that we make in our everyday life, which also may lead to that the respondent never is 

fully aware of the purpose of the survey and because of this act on self- interest in his or her 

responses. This also reduces the strategic bias. The individuals are asked to choose different 

combinations of characteristics of a good over other combinations when the price varies. These 

choices can be used to estimate the willingness to pay for the change in environmental quality. 

(Garrod & Willis, 1999) 

 

When focusing on a specific scenario such as a specific environmental quality change contingent 

valuation exercises can be used. For the respondent to be able to judge the quality of the change 

it is important that the researcher supply the respondent with the sufficient information about the 

case. The result of choice experiments provides information not only on the total scenario but 

also on the changes in the attributes of the scenario as well. The choice experiment allows to 

separate attributes that are relevant for the situation and makes it therefore possible to estimate 

preference over different attributes. One advantage of choice experiments is that the attributes 

can be valued as well as the whole scenario this enables a larger flexibility in the analysis 

compared to traditional contingent valuation. (Garrod & Willis, 1999) 

 

Respondents are often asked to make choices based on their own respondents would make in the 

real- life. Studies with choice experiments can be made by asking the respondent to make a pair 

wise comparison of two different alternatives and then choose the alternative that they prefer 

most. The choice generally includes an extra option of not selecting any of the profiles. The 

different alternatives provide different levels of the attributes of the environmental good. The 

consumer will chose the alternative that he or she likes the best subject to some constrains like 

for example income and information. By using repeated choices from different set of alternatives 

it is possible to expose the trade-off individuals are willing to make between the different 

attributes. (Garrod & Willis, 1999) 

 

The random utility theory can be used to model the choices as a function of attribute levels. This 

is possible since the respondents are asked to choose one alternative from each set of profiles. 

The choices the respondents make are based on the attributes and some degree of randomness, ei, 

because of randomness in preference of the respondent or the lack of a complete set of 

information to the respondent. (Garrod & Willis, 1999) All possible combinations of the prices 

and attributes were included in the choices. 
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                                                       Uiq = Viq  (βxiq) + ei q                                                              (3) 

 

Where Uiq is the unobservable overall utility received from chosing alternative q, Viq is the 

observable objective component and eiq is the random component. β is a vector of parameters and 

xiq is a vector of different personal and socioeconomic characteristics (Ek & Söderholm, 2008). 

Viq is a conditional utility function and it is generally assumed to be linear. If the respondent 

choose alternative i over j the utility of j is less than the utility of i. (Garrod & Willis, 1999) The 

econometric model used is binary choice with a random effect because the respondent makes 

repeated choices. 
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Chapter 4 

SURVEY DESIGN 
 
 
 
 
 

In this thesis the technique used to estimate student willingness to pay for Fairtrade and Svanen 

labelled clothes was choice experiments. The data was collected through a survey on Luleå 

University of Technology and analysed econometric through a binary random effects model. In 

the survey the respondent gets a choice of two typical white shirts that has the same appearance 

but one on them is not Fairtrade or Svanen labelled and the other one is Fairtrade or/and Svanen 

labelled. Apart from the two alternatives the respondent also had a third alternative which was 

neither one of the two alternatives. The aim was to mimic a situation as similar to a real purchase 

situation as possible. 

 

The questionnaire was tested several times on a focus group consisting of five persons who all 

were students. The questionnaire was rewritten and changed some times before being performed 

on the respondents, on the basis of the feed-back from the focus group. To the explanatory 

statements a few more statements were added and the option was changed from “yes”/”no” to a 

scale of how much the respondent approved or disapproved. The alternatives of how much extra 

the respondent would be willing to pay for Fairtrade or Svanen labelled clothes was decreased 

from a top alternative of 500 SEK to 400 SEK because the participants in the focus group 

declared that 400 was a high enough maximum price. The focus group felt that the survey was 

easy to understand and answer, that the questions felt relevant and that the formulations of the 

questions were neutral.  

 

The questionnaire was performed in two different classes, one class of business and 

administration and class of one engineer. The first part of the questionnaire consisted of four 

socioeconomic questions collecting information on sex, age, if the respondent majored in 

business and administration or in engineering. The second part consisted of 15 choice sets. These 

questions all had three alternatives. Alternative one was the status quo and remained constant 

during the whole questionnaire. It consisted of a fixed price at 200 SEK without a Fairtrade or 

Svanen label. In alternative two the attributes changed over alternatives, though they were never 

the same as those in alternative one. The third alternative was the choice of neither alternative 

one nor two. The monetary attributes in the choices were the price of the white shirt that in 

alternative one always were 200SEK and in alternative two varied from 200 – 400 SEK with a 
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change of 50 SEK per price level. The highest price was 100 percent higher than the constant 

price in alternative one. The order of the choices was mixed.  

 

Table 4.1 An example of the choice questions from the questionnaire. 

Choice 1  

If you would choose one of the following alternatives for a white shirt, which one would you 

choose? 

 

 

 

 

The choice sets were followed by some questions where the respondent was asked about his or 

her motives when making the choices. 14 different statements were presented and the respondent 

were asked to mark their answer on a scale ranging between 1 to 5 (1 for do not agree and 5 for 

fully agree, how much or little he or she agreed. The Swedish version of the questionnaire can be 

found in appendix 1.  

 

 

Alternative 1 
Price 200 kr 
 
Without Fairtrade label 
 
Without Svanen label 

 
(  ) Alternative 1 

Alternative 2 
Price 250 kr 
 
With Fairtrade label 
 
With Svanen label 
 

(  ) Alternative 2 

Alternative 3 
 
 
(  ) Neither alternative 1   
       nor alternative 2  
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Chapter 5 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Survey Logistics 

The socio – demographic characteristics of the respondents are shown in table 5.1 

                                                     

Table 5.1, Socio-demographic proportions and Random Effects Binary Probit Model  

                   Results 

Variable Mean Min Max Coefficient 
Gender (share men/women) 0.480 0 1 -0.415 
Age 23.120 19 44 -0.084* 
Number of Children 0.120 0 3  
Proportions of Engineer students 0.500 0 1 -0.087 
Constant    5.628*** 
Fairtrade 0.231 0 1 0.563*** 
Svanen 0.173 0 1 0.502*** 
Price 300 200 400 -0.016*** 
The general public 3.340 1 5 -0.054 
Responsibility Fairtrade 2.330 1 5 0.294*** 
Responsibility Svanen 2.290 1 5 0.400*** 
Believe Fairtrade 3.050 1 5 -0.031 
Believe Svanen 3.070 1 5 -0.070 
Summary Statistics 
n: 
Rho: 
Log-likelihood: 
Chi-square: 

 
1500 

0.583 
-552.590 
266.921 

   

                * = statistically significant at the 10% level 

              ** = statistically significant at the 5% level 

            *** = statistically significant at the 1 % level 

 

Like the Table shows, men were a bit overrepresented in the survey. The mean age is quite low, 

as we did expect since the questionnaire was executed on students at the university. The 

distribution between engineer students and business students were exactly equal which can be 

explained by that the questionnaires were executed in lectures in the respective classes. The mean 

number of children was very low, but that was also expected since the respondents consisted of 

students and the majority of students usually do not have any children.  
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5.2 Empirical Results from the Choice Experiment 

In the choice experiment all 100 respondents made 15 choices, each between three different 

alternatives. These choices generated 1500 observations distributed on five price levels of 200 

SEK, 250 SEK, 300 SEK, 350 SEK and 400 SEK. When coding the result for the econometric 

analysis, dummy variables were used by letting 0 represent the status-quo alternative and 1 

represent the labelled alternative.  

 

Percent of the Respondents who Chose the Labelld Alternatives
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Figure 5.1 Percent of the respondents who chose the labelled alternative at the respective 

prices. 

 

The first five staples are for the Fairtrade labelled alternatives, the following fives staples are for 

the Svanen labelled alternatives and the last five staples are for the alternatives both labelled with 

Fairtrade and Svanen. The alternatives labelled with Fairtrade and Svanen ware generally more 

often chosen by men. The potential explanation may be that women buy clothes more often and 

therefore are not willing to pay a higher premium, compared to men who generally buy clothes 

more seldom and therefore may be willing to pay a bit more at those occasions. The choices 

where the price was the same for the Fairtrade and Svanen labelled shirt as for the shirt without 

label, most respondents choose the labelled alternative. The proportion of the respondents who 

accepted the highest price for the labelled alternative was around 10 percent, which can be 

considered as a relatively high number regarding that the price is fifty percent higher for the 

same item. It can also be noted that it is mainly women that are willing to pay more, when the 
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price raises, the individuals who are willing to accept the premium seem to consist of a high 

proportion women. When the product is labelled with both Fairtrade and Svanen the percent of 

the respondents who are willing to accept the premium, are much larger numbered then 

compared to if the shirt was labelled with only Svanen or Fairtrade. 

 

The results from estimating the Random Effect Binary Probit Model were showed in Table 5.1. 

The statistical sample of the survey was stratified. The questionnaire also included a number of 

statements on how the respondent reasoned during their choices. The respondents were asked to 

choose on a scale from 1 to 5, were one was “I do not agree at all” and five was “I fully agree”. 

The constant in the models is positive and statistically significant. The chi-square test also shows 

that the results are statistically significant at the 0.1 percent level. The price variable was 

expected to have a negative influence on the willingness to pay and that also proved to be the 

result in the survey. This means that the higher the price is the fewer individuals will choose that 

alternative. As discussed in chapter three, the Fairtrade and Svanen certificate can provide an 

increase in received utility for the consumer which in terms can have a positive effect on demand. 

The result shows positive values of both Fairtrade and Svanen which implies that the individuals 

on average preferred alternative two, the one with Fairtrade and/or Svanen label. The results also 

show that if you are an average engineering student you  are less likely to accept a high premium 

for the Fairtrade or Svanen labels, this result is however not statistically significant. The 

regression shows that average women generally do not have a willingness to pay for Fairtrade 

and Svanen, the result was however not statistically significant. It can not be concluded whether 

the age has any effect on the choices between labelled and non-labelled products as the result was 

not statistically significant.  

 
As discussed in chapter three, the beliefs about other individuals buy Fairtrade and/or Svanen 

labelled clothes can also be an important factor for their choices. If individuals notice that there 

seems to be a trend in buying Fairtrade and Svanen labelled clothes that might affect their 

decision next time they find themselves in that kind of choice situation. The results showed 

however that the beliefs about whether other individuals buy Fairtrade and Svanen labelled 

clothes affect the individual’s willingness to buy the labelled alternative in a negative way. These 

result was however not statistically significant. This may depend on that the individuals perceive 

that if other individuals buy the labelled alternatives, they do not have to.  As expected where 

there a negative result from the individuals who think that the general public not should have to 

pay more for environmental friendly products, this result is however not statistically significant. 

As expected, the respondents who said they felt a personal responsibility for the conditions that 
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the clothes they bought were produced in, have a positive willingness to pay. The individuals 

who responded that they felt a personal responsibility for that the clothes they buy not have 

harmed the environment in their production, had a positive willingness to pay. These two results 

proved to be statistically significant. The survey also tested if the fear or any chemical substances 

left in the clothes had any effect on the willingness to pay for Fairtrade and Svanen clothes, the 

result however was not statistically significant which made it impossible to say anything about it.  
 

5.3 The Implicit Prices for Fairtrade and Svanen Labels  

The implicit prices show how much individuals are willing to pay extra for the Fairtrade or 

Svanen label. It measures the monetary trade-off individuals are willing to make for the non-

monetary attribute. When calculating the implicit prices the assumption of ceteris paribus is 

made. If the implicit price is positive it means that the individual is willing to pay extra for the 

non monetary attributes offered. The formula used, were β is the respective coefficients, is: 

(Benett & Blamey (2001)) 

 

Implicit price = - β non-monetary attribute / β monetary attribute 

 

  
  Table 5.3 Implicit Price Estimates, SEK per white shirt 

Attribute Implicit prices 
Fairtrade labelled  37 
Svanen labelled 33 
Fairtrade and Svanen labelled 70 

 

The calculated implicit prices for Fairtrade and Svanen show that Fairtrade received a slightly 

higher price than Svanen. This means that the respondents are willing to pay a slightly higher 

price for a shirt labelled with Fairtrade than Svanen. The respondents are willing to pay 37 SEK 

extra if the shirt is Fairtrade labelled compared to if it was not. This is a relatively high number 

considering that the individual does not receive any direct physical effect. For the Svanen label 

on the shirt the respondents are willing to pay 33 SEK extra. If the shirt was labelled with both 

the Fairtrade and Svanen label the implicit price was 70 SEK, this means that an average student 

is willing to pay 70 SEK more for a white shirt if it is labelled. Thus, an average student is 

willing to pay about 35 percent more if the shirt is labelled.  
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 

 

The purpose of this thesis was to estimate the willingness to pay for Fairtrade and Svanen 

labelled clothes. The survey investigates if the students only care about the price or if the moral 

aspect affected their choices. Individuals wants to be considered and consider themselves as a 

socially responsible person and may therefore have a preference for Fairtrade and Svanen 

labelled products, as the individual believes it benefits his or her self-image and therefore gives 

her/him a greater utility. The individual is said to receive a “warm glow” form purchasing the 

labelled alternatives and thereby receives an increase in perceived utility.  

 

The results showed that there were a positive willingness to pay for the Fairtrade and Svanen 

labelled alternatives. The average respondent had a higher willingness to pay for the Fairtrade 

labelled alternatives compared to the Svanen labelled alternatives. Men were more willing to pay 

for the labelled alternatives than women but the women who were willing to pay more, were 

willing to pay much more. When the price increased, the respondents who were willing to pay 

for the labelled alternatives decreased. The result also showed that the individuals who responded 

that they feel a personal responsibility for that the clothes the buy are produced under decent 

working conditions and for that the production of the clothes they buy does not harm the 

environment, proved to be willing to pay more for Fairtrade and Svanen labelled clothes. The 

beliefs about other individual’s purchases of Fairtrade and Svanen labelled clothes did not prove 

to have a positive effect on individuals own willingness to pay for Fairtrade and Svanen labelled 

clothes. On the contrary the beliefs of other individuals’ purchases of labelled clothes seemed to 

have a negative effect on the willingness to pay for the labelled alternatives, these results did 

however not prove to be statistically significant.  

 

The implicit price for Fairtrade was 37 SEK and for Svanen it was 33 SEK. This means that 

students are willing to pay 37 SEK respectively 33 SEK more for a white shirt if is labelled with 

the Fairtrade respectively the Svanen label. The implicit price for the Fairtrade label is relatively 

high as the individual herself does not receive any direct physical benefits but only a 

psychological “warm glow”, compared to the Svanen label which in the long run improves the 
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environment for the individual. Thus a average student is willing to pay about 70 SEK more for a 

labelled shirt than a non-labelled, which is an increase by 35 percent. Consequently there is a 

positive willingness to pay for Fairtrade and Svanen labelled clothes, which indicates that there is 

a demand for Fairtrade and Eco labelled clothes in Sweden today. It could though be interesting 

to investigate which factors affect the decision to choose Fairtrade and Eco labelled clothes more 

thoroughly. These results can be interesting for clothing companies as well as the labelling 

organizations, as the shows that there may be a willingness to pay for Fairtrade and Eco labelled 

clothes.  
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 Om en vara bär Rättvisemärkt symbolen innebär det att den producerats med hänsyn till de    

 mänskliga rättigheterna och att producenterna är garanterade en viss lägsta ersättning för  
 varan. 
 Svanen symbolen innebär att bomullen är framställd utan en rad olika kemiska produkter,    
 tungmetaller och färgämnen som kan vara skadligt för både miljön och människor. 
 
 
1) Kön? ( Markera med kryss)            (  ) Kvinna   (  ) Man 
 
2) Hur gammal är du? ___________ År 
 
3) Vad studerar du till?  
    (  ) Ingenjör                         (  ) Ekonom                                             (  ) Pedagog 
 
4) Hur många barn har du?   
    (  ) Inga barn          (  ) 1-2 barn                             (  ) 3eller fler barn 
 
 
1. Under förutsättning att du skulle välja ett av dessa tre alternativ nästa gång du ska köpa en vit 
skjorta, vilket skulle du då välja? (Markera med kryss) 
Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
2. 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 250 kr 
 
Med Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
 
 
 

Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
3. 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 250 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Med Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
 
 
 

Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Med Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
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 4.
Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
5. 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 250 kr 
 
Med Rättvisemärkning 
 
Med Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
 
 
 

Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
6.  

Alternativ 2 
Pris 300 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Med Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
 
 
 

Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
7. 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 300 kr 
 
Med Rättvisemärkning 
 
Med Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
 
 
 

Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
 
 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 300 kr 
 
Med Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
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8. 
Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
9. 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Med Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
 
 
 

Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
10.  

Alternativ 2 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Med Rättvisemärkning 
 
Med Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
 
 
 

Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
11. 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 350 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Med Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
 
 
 

Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 350 kr 
 
Med Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
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12. 
Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
13. 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 350 kr 
 
Med Rättvisemärkning 
 
Med Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
 
 
 

Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
14. 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 400 kr 
 
Med Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
 
 
 

Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
15.  

Alternativ 2 
Pris 400 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Med Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
 
 

Alternativ 1 
Pris 200 kr 
 
Utan Rättvisemärkning 
 
Utan Svanen- märkning 

 
(  ) Alternativ 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alternativ 2 
Pris 400 kr 
 
Med Rättvisemärkning 
 
Med Svanen- märkning 
 

(  ) Alternativ 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alternativ 3 
 
 
(  ) Varken alternativ 1   
       eller 2  
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Vilken eller vilka av följande påståenden förklarar bäst ditt resonemang när du valde 
mellan alternativen på frågorna ovan? Ange i vilken utsträckning du instämmer i eller 
tar avstånd från vart och ett av påståendena.  
 

                                                                               Tar helt            Tar delvis          Osäker           Instämmer     Instämmer 

                                                                          avstånd ifrån         avstånd ifrån           delvis             helt 

 
Jag valde det alternativ som gav mig          
mest för pengarna.                                             1                    2   3                   4                5 
 
Jag ser ingen anledning till att förändra 
mina inköpsvanor av kläder.                          1                    2   3                   4                5 
 
Jag bryr mig inte alls om i fall kläderna  
jag bär är Rättvisemärkta eller är  
Svan- märkta.                                                  1                    2   3                   4                5 
 
Jag har inte råd att betala högre pris  
för mina kläder.                                               1                    2   3                   4                5 
 
Jag tycker att det är viktigt att kläder är 
Rättvisemärkta och valde enbart  
sådana alternativ.                                             1                    2   3                   4                5 
 
Jag skulle vilja betala mer för kläder  
som är producerat på ett mer rättvist  
sätt men jag har inte råd.                                 1                    2   3                   4                5 
 
Jag tycker det är viktigt att kläder är  
tillverkade i miljövänliga material och  
valde därför enbart Svan- märkta alternativ.   1                    2   3                   4                5 
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                                                                               Tar helt            Tar delvis          Osäker           Instämmer     Instämmer 

                                                                          avstånd ifrån         avstånd ifrån           delvis             helt 

Jag tycker inte att allmänheten ska  
behöva betala mer för att få miljövänliga  
varor.                                                                1                    2   3                  4                 5 
  
Jag skulle vilja betala mer för kläder som  
är Svan- märkta men jag har inte råd.              1                    2   3                   4               5 
 
Jag valde de Svan- märkta alternativen  
för jag vill inte att mina kläder ska  
innehålla några rester av kemiska medel.         1                    2   3                   4               5 
 
Jag känner ett personligt ansvar för att  
bidra till att klädproducenterna har bra  
arbetsförhållanden.                                            1                    2    3                   4                5 
 
Jag känner ett personligt ansvar för att  
bidra till att klädproduktionen inte är  
skadlig för miljön.                                              1                    2     3                 4                 5 
 
Jag tror att många andra konsumenter  
köper Rättvisemärkta produkter.                    1                    2     3                  4                5 
 
Jag tror att många andra konsumenter  
köper Svan- märkta kläder.                             1                    2     3                  4                5 
 
                      


